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I Wish I Knew Then What I Know Now 
 

How Parents Can Help Their Teens Overcome Self-
Defeating Thoughts 

 
When parents got their hands on Jon Acuff’s bestselling book 
Soundtracks last year, they all asked the same thing: “Do you have 
a version for my teenager?” The mindset we develop as teens 
sticks with us for years to come—or really, until we learn a new 
mindset. Jon realized that while Soundtracks was working so well 
for adults across the country, a single new soundtrack—his phrase 
for a repetitive thought—believed when you’re a teenager can 
change your whole life. 
 
With the help of two experts—Jon’s teenage daughters (L.E. and 
McRae)—comes an honest, actionable guide to mindset for 
teenagers. Your New Playlist: The Student’s Guide to Tapping into 
the Superpower of Mindset (Baker Books, September 2022) helps 
teens tackle overthinking by replacing self-defeating thoughts with 
a positive, healthy mindset that pushes them forward in life rather 
than holding them back. 
 
After reading Your New Playlist, teens will 
 

• Ask themselves “Is it true?” “Is it helpful?” and “Is it 
kind?” when they start overthinking 

• Replace broken soundtracks—negative thoughts—with 
new soundtracks—positive thoughts 

• Create a new playlist that they can carry into adulthood 
 
TikToks and Instagram Reels can go viral with a really good 
soundtrack. Our brains are no different. Our loudest thoughts 
change our perception of what’s in front of us, and we start to hear 
those thoughts everywhere. So why not make those thoughts 
positive? The Acuffs have been putting Your New Playlist into 
practice for years and are flipping the way teens and adults 
approach mindset. Their not-so-secret secret is knowing that we 
choose what we think. It’s time to defeat self-defeat with a new 
playlist.  
 
 



T H E   A C U F F S  
 

 
 

 

 
Jon Acuff is the New York Times bestselling author of eight books, including Soundtracks: The Surprising 
Solution to Overthinking and the Wall Street Journal #1 bestseller Finish: Give Yourself the Gift of Done. When 
he's not writing or recording his popular podcast, All It Takes Is a Goal, Acuff can be found on a stage as one of 
INC’s Top 100 Leadership Speakers. He's spoken to hundreds of thousands of people at conferences, colleges, 
and companies around the world, including FedEx, Range Rover, Microsoft, Nokia, and Comedy Central. Known 
for his insights wrapped in humor, Acuff’s fresh perspective on life has given him the opportunity to write 
for Fast Company, the Harvard Business Review, and Time magazine. He lives outside of Nashville, Tennessee, 
with his wife and two teenage daughters.  
 
 
 

P R A I S E   F O R   S O U N D T R A C K S 
 
“Can science throw a party? Because that's what this book feels like. A smart, actionable, research-based party 
that makes you laugh hard and feel sad when it's over. I'll never think about thinking the same way.” 

Kendra Adachi, New York Times bestselling author of The Lazy Genius Way 
 
“Our thought life may be the most important and least considered part of our humanness and health. What Jon 
has done in this book is return us to the path of right thinking, which leads to healthier living and a more 
successful life. Jon Acuff is the guide we need right now for where we want to go and who we want to be, 
professionally and personally.” 

Annie F. Downs, bestselling author and host of the That Sounds Fun podcast

L.E. Acuff is a freshman business major at Samford 
University in Birmingham, Alabama. In addition to 
writing books, she loves skimboarding, Frisbee, and 
skiing. When she’s not behind a laptop, she’s behind 
a sewing machine or a piano, creating clothing or 
music. 
 
McRae Acuff is a high school junior in Franklin, 
Tennessee. She runs cross country and track, loves 
student government, and is somewhere babysitting 
right now. She’s a writer at heart and will probably 
write the follow up to Your New Playlist all by 
herself. She and her dad sincerely hope this book 
helps her get a college scholarship. 

/authorjonacuff @jonacuff @jonacuff yournewplaylist.com 



S A M P L E   I N T E R V I E W   Q U E S T I O N S 
 

 
Questions for Jon 

• Thanks for joining us! Your bestselling book Soundtracks just released last year. Talk to 
us about the need you saw for making that message accessible to students.  

• As you say in the intro to Your New Playlist, it was really important to get this message 
right. How did your daughters, L.E. and McRae, help to shape this message?  

• Talk to us about your view of teenagers because there are going to be some parents 
listening who think you’re crazy for letting your two teenagers co-write this book with 
you. How does our culture view teens? How do you view teens?  

• You make a bold claim right away in the book: “A single new soundtrack believed when 
you’re 14 or 18 can change the entire arc of your life.” Will you unpack that for us? Why 
is mindset so incredibly important for our life’s trajectory?  

• Where can our audience go to connect with you and purchase a copy of Your New 
Playlist and Soundtracks? 

 
Questions for L.E. and McRae 

• You wrote a book on mindset! What was that experience like for you as a teenager?  
• There are probably some teens listening or who will read the book and think, “I could 

never write a book while I’m this young!” What’s your response to that kind of thinking?  
• L.E., you are taking a huge step this year and are starting college! What’s your approach 

to mindset when you think about all the change ahead of you?  
• McRae, you shared a vulnerable story in the book about being cut from your school’s 

lacrosse team. Why did you choose to share this story? Talk to us about the soundtrack 
“be brave enough to be bad at something new.” 

• Why do you think every student needs to read this book? 
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Q U O T E S   F R O M  Y O U R   N E W   P L A Y L I S T 
 
 
 
“The best news is that truth tends to grow like compound interest. Saving money when you’re a 
student has a different impact on your life than it does when you save money in your forties. A 
single new soundtrack believed when you’re 14 or 18 can change the entire arc of your life in 
the same way that saving $1,000 early on can.” 
 
“Soundtracks change EVERYTHING, and that’s how your thoughts work too. The loudest 
thoughts you have—the ones you might have listened to for years—never just stay thoughts. 
They always turn into actions, and those actions turn into results.” 
 
“Feelings change every day, sometimes by the hour. You won’t always feel lonely. You and I 
won’t always be any one thing, because we’re constantly changing. Don’t let absolute 
soundtracks like always and never sneak into your life. They tend to be absolute lies.” 
 
“Think about self-awareness like knowing what kind of car you are. A Ferrari would be terrible 
at off-roading. It’s only about six inches off the round and would get stuck constantly. A Jeep 
would lose every street race it was in. It’s slow and heavy, with tires designed for trails, not the 
track. But no one takes a Ferrari into the mud or a Jeep into a race, because we know how they 
work best. That’s what self-awareness is: learning how you work best.” 
 
“All your worst decisions and best decisions started in the same exact place: with a thought. 
The match that lit the fuse was a soundtrack. The great news is that we can do something about 
that. A thought might show up uninvited—those are called intrusive thoughts—but it doesn’t 
mean I have to entertain it.”  
 
“Every time you hear the word enough pop into your head, I want you to tell yourself, ‘Enough 
is a myth.’ Don’t chase it. Don’t give it your valuable time, energy, or creativity. Don’t let the lie 
of enough distract you from a soundtrack that’s true and a lot more fun: ‘I’m the best at being 
me.’ You are…There are 7 billion people on the planet and there’s only one you.”  
 
“It’s tempting as a student to think that adults who are in their forties knew exactly what they 
were going to do when they were 22 or 18 or 16, but I have a confession: we didn’t. No one 
did…don’t feel like you have to have it all figured out yet. Any adult who tells you they knew 
exactly what they were going to do when they were your age is a liar.” 


